Not Funny...

Christmas cards come in different styles. Sometimes they're funny, sometimes they'rearty. And sometimes they even have something to do with Christmas.

Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas has accepted an invitation to speak at the College next term. It will be the Justice's second appearance here in just over one year. He will inaugurate House Plan's Morris Raphael Cohen Lecture Series on April 15.

Justice Douglas' topic will be 'The Non-Conformist in Our Society.' He will deliver his lecture at 4 PM, April 15, 1964, in the Great Hall. All students and faculty members are welcome to attend.

He spoke here last April 2, under the auspices of the History Department and in the wake of charges that the Department had "unsparingly" an original invitation from House Plan.

Both House Plan and the History Department had invited the Justice to speak, but subsequent confusion in his office led him to accept the later invitation.
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MORTON GOTTSCHAL Day:

"Mr. City College' to be Honored

A "Morton Gottschall Day" will be held at the College February 13 to honor the Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences, who is retiring at the end of this term. Ceremonies are planned for that day to allow students to attend. All students will be invited to send two representatives to march in a procession as part of the ceremony. Representatives of the academic departments will also march.

Speakers will include President Gallagher, Student Government President, Bob Rosenberg, and representatives from the Schools of Education, Technology, and Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Music will be provided by either a mixed voice and orchestra or by the Great Hall organ. The ceremony will be followed by a luncheon.

Dean Gottschall, known as "Mr. City College," has been on the College's staff for fifty years. His associations with dano level-head people, the College's Townsend Harris Preparatory School.

Dean Gottschall graduated from the College itself with the second highest academic average ever received here. He joined the staff in 1913 as history instructor. In 1919 he was appointed registrar.

During his stay here, the Dean has also taken an active part in the College's non-academic life. He has served at various times as president of the City College Alumni Association, postman, and as an early organizer of House Plan.

Although, Dr. Gottschall's patience and his memory have been legendary at the College, Assistant Dean Eric Stillman, who is retiring at the end of this term, has said of him: "I have never seen him lose his temper, raise his voice or forget a relevant fact."

Letters to the Editor

DISGUST

To The Editor:

After viewing the recent campaign and election I find it necessary to voice my disgust of the childish behavior of some of the candidates.

I have often had conversations with some of the members of Student Government concerning the importance of SG. My contention was that although there certainly is a heavy responsibility involved in the locations and fees, it is still under the "supervision" of the faculty and administration of the college. I always thought that the SG leaders took their position too seriously.—My friends always objected to my contentions and said that there was "more to it than meets the eye."

Well, fine I said, and was almost duped into believing the possibility that Student Government was composed of mature level-headed people that were getting good experience in politics.

But to get back to my original point, some of the candidates acted like junior high school children. One objectied vigorously to the fact that his opponent was making false statements about himself and children. He ran to the elections agency to protest to the authorities.

To The Editor:

The method by which you "prepared" Barry Smith's letter for the December issue of 1962, represents the harshest, most vile form of journalistic slander and over to stain the printed page. Apparently, your anonymity at Mr. Smith's persistence in the face of your editorial attempts to negate the significance of his candidacy prompted the use of so subtle and understood form of personal attack. It is incredible that a newspaper which declares itself to be non-affiliated could so unsympathetically discount the platform of an independent candidate, and still retain any claim to rendering fair and impartial endorsement. Even more appalling is the manner in which Mr. Smith has been relegated to the role of the semi-literate crankshop who has the naivity to challenge the campaign of the established parties, while the rather superficial and trite issues which characterize these party's platforms go completely unnoticed.

Such irresponsible conduct on the part of a newspaper that seeks to influence the opinions of others is a deplorable abuse of the power of the press and a blight on the tradition of free student journalism.

Robert Stillman

CLASSIFIED

The Members of JOSLON '66

Fellow High School Graduates of MIKE SCHAFER mourn the tragic death of our good friend and offer our condolences to the SCHAFER and BLAH FAMILY.
Wonderful...

Life for the Negro in the South is terrible. Life for the Negro in the North is wonderful. How wonderful? If you’d like to find out, come hear the CBS documentary “Walk in My Shoes,” today in Room 212 Finley. The film, which will be shown at 12:00 PM, is under the co-sponsorship of the NAACP and CORE.

Rumble in Shepard Hall Makes a Mirror Move

Rumble! There is going to be a rumble in Shepard. You can see it in the cool abyss of Shepard Basement’s north aisle next week or better yet outside the Geography Department next term.

Part of the earth will rumble and students at the College have the indubitable distinction of being able to witness it, as it will be recorded on a new seismograph (earthquake detecting) machine which is due to arrive here assembled from its Columbia University next week.

According to Prof. Daniel T. O’Connell, who supervises operation of the seismograph station in the Shepard basement, the new instrument will be an improvement over the present one “we’ll be able to see earthquakes as they happen instead of from photographs.”

“Now we have photographic recordings,” he explained. “When an earthquake occurs, a current causes a cord of wire which is like a pen to move. Now when the mirror moves, we catch this on sensitographic paper. Instead of a photograph, this machine will write directly on paper. The pendulum,” he added, “is the seismometer.”

Prof. O’Connell added that the new seismograph machine has an additional benefit over the present instrument: that it is now operating in a darkroom because of the fact that light would ruin the photography the machine must take.

The new set up would permit the machine to be used in daylight, such as outside the Geology Department Office, where all students would have the benefit of noting earthquake records as they occur.

Arrangements for the equipment were made by Prof. Don (Geology) who has contacts at Lamont Geological Observatory at Columbia University. Donations will probably finance most of the cost, Prof. O’Connell said.

SG Ballots Recounted; Results Still the Same

A recount of ballots from the Student Government election, held at the request of two losing candidates, confirmed the results that were announced yesterday.

The Elections Committee revealed yesterday that a second tally of the vote cost $20. The tally was requested on the advice of the Student Government. It confirmed the results of the first recount.

Dan Becker, who had asked for the new tally, was discovered to have 201 votes.

Nikki Landman, who had received the lowest total of the six elected candidates had 285 votes according to the new count, as opposed to the 247 announced last week.

CLASSIFIED

WANTED: Car Drivers side and rear view, Coat, Michie, $250.

This is to advise that I am no longer responsible for any debts incurred by Steve Olare who already owes us $125.00 in cheap clothes.

Last: On or near City College Campus, One Bike, Tickets or concert with extra reg con­ tact L.H., & 8468.

The W.C.T.U. and The Anti-Sex League

Congratulations Witty ’66

SIS WILEY ’66 Congratulates

ABBY and PHIL on Becoming Pin-mates

ENGAGED?

Buy your ring direct from the diamond cutter at manufacturer’s prices. Visit our factory in the heart of Manhattan.—Call CO 5-6122. Students wanted as company representatives. Easy work; very little time involved; big evenings possible.

$195 CHARTERS — LONDON $195

Round Trip — Summer 1964 — Round Trip

Choice of: 11 weeks, 6 weeks,
10 weeks, 4 weeks
8 weeks, 23 days
SCHEDULED L.A.T.A. AIRLINE.

For Reservations call: Mrs. Gertrude Johnson

Day: PE 6-0164

Eve: CL 8-0034

The B.C.C.

The W.C.T.U.

and The Anti-Sex League

Congratulations Witty ’66

Riders Wanted

To Chicago, Minneapolis, points

South, Lewing Saturday, Art Fast.

Call Steve: LO 7-4680, tonight.

1 or 2 Persons wanted to share driving on trip to southern Florida, Leaving December 21-22

Call TU 4-0748, eve.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS

NY’S LARGEST

College Alumni Group

invites you to attend

Every FRIDAY

DANCING 9 to 1 AM

at Longchamps’ fashionable MIRROR ROOM

42nd St. at LEXINGTON AVE.

(Co Longchamps’ entrance)

Society — Latin — Limbo — Twist

Every SATURDAY

DANCING 9 to 1 AM

at Longchamps

EMPIRE STATE RM.

Fifth Ave. at Thirty-Fourth St.

(Same Longchamps’ Fifth Ave. Entrance)

2 October Clubs — Latin & Salsa.

Sponsored by the SOCIETY OF ARTS —
NYC’s Largest College Alumni Group

Zeta Mu Mu Tau — Delta Mu Tau

Society — Athenian — Jive

For information call WS 3-163

BRING THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT RATE:

$1.50 + tax
Hoopster Back In Action Jan 4:  
Play Queens And Then Howard U.

It’s hard to think of playing basketball again after last weekend’s tragic events that hit so hard at the College’s basketball team, but before another of the College’s newspapers comes out again, the Lavender Beavers will be back in action and will have played two games.

On Saturday night January 4, the Beaver cagers will travel to Queens for a game against the Queens College Knights. 

So far this season, the Knights have looked good. Last week they split the highly potent JFK and Manhattan teams. So the Lavender will have to hustle by the score of 53-47.

The College’s fencing team won’t have time to rest on its laurels. Last year, the Beavers faced Brooklyn Poly on Saturday, January 4, in the Central “Y” pool in Garden City. On Saturday, the meet against Columbia will be followed by a swimming match at Adelphi on December 30, 20, in Garden City. On Saturday, February 8, the Beavers will compete in a Holiday Tournament to be held at Queens. These meets will be followed by a contest with Brooklyn Poly on Saturday, January 4, in the Central “Y” pool in Brooklyn.
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